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Tolerance for Ambiguity: An Investigation on Its Effect on  

Student Design Performance 
 

 

Abstract 
 

Design is a common activity for most disciplines in engineering. Therefore, introductory 

engineering courses are developed to include design activities as the main driver for the 

curriculum.  Despite this fact, however, it can not be concluded that the implementation of 

design teaching is done in a way conducive to student learning. While there could be several 

reasons for this, this paper specifically investigates the effect of tolerance for ambiguity on 

student design performance. An analysis of the data collected for this investigation reveals the 

beneficial effects of higher tolerance for ambiguity on increased efficacy, satisfaction, and 

conflict resolution in the context of an open-ended, team-based, industry-sponsored engineering 

design project. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Because “engineering programs must demonstrate that their graduates have: …an ability to 

design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs,” and “an ability to function in 

multi-disciplinary teams….”
1
, design is integrated to the engineering curricula through the use of 

design teams. In many cases, this integration also uses industry-sponsored design projects.  Most 

of the industry-sponsored design project applications are at the capstone design level, and many 

examples of these are documented in the literature 
2-9

. Capstone design courses are used to ease 

the transition from the education environment to industry by providing design problems 

originating from industry, and a setting for graduating engineers to work in design teams. 

Industry-sponsored projects not only provide a link between practicing engineers and graduating 

students, but also give students a deeper understanding for how they will use their discipline 

specific knowledge and skills in industry.  Thus, although a few concerns are raised 
11-12

, there is 

overwhelming evidence for the success of capstone design courses that employ industry-

sponsored design projects 
2-10

.  

 

Among the benefits of industry sponsored design projects the following four items are frequently 

mentioned: (1) because of their inherent layers of complexity students confront issues that stretch 

them beyond textbooks, (2) because these projects are done for a company that cares about the 

outcome students feel more motivated, (3) their scope generally, demands teamwork and 

therefore, students learn project management, and (4) these projects give students exposure to 

industry cultures and practices. Accordingly, the use of industry-sponsored projects throughout 

the curriculum is advocated, and they are increasingly being used at the freshmen level 
13-17

. 

 

At the first-year level, industry-sponsored projects can create a better understanding for what 

engineers do while instilling basic engineering and design principles.  Despite the potential 

benefits outlined above, however, the outcomes of these projects can be mixed in multiple ways.  
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From a faculty point of view, (1) each industry-sponsored project is assigned only once, limiting 

faculty’s ability to improve upon the first offering and refine the project, which (2) increases the 

amount of course preparation for each course offering. From a student’s point of view, 

motivation and self-efficacy may decrease when (1) the project domain (e.g., electrical 

engineering) is not directly related to their chosen major (e.g., chemical engineering), (2) the 

projects are perceived to be skewed toward a particular gender (e.g., masculine- or feminine- 

oriented), and (3) students may evaluate abstract, ambiguous projects from industry negatively 

because they lack the tools to address open-ended problem solving.  These issues may be 

particularly problematic for introductory design offerings taken by first year students who are 

making critical decisions about whether to stay in the engineering major.  

 

Many schools have adopted a common, design-driven engineering curriculum for all disciplines 

at the first year 
18

.  Therefore, all first year engineering students in these schools take their first 

engineering course in a setting where no discipline specific knowledge and skill development is 

expected.  Rather, developing an understanding for engineering in general with its fundamental 

principles is sought.  Frequently, however, when industry-sponsored projects are integrated into 

the curriculum, the projects are too narrowly defined limiting the integration of multidisciplinary 

view points to design solutions 
19

.  In such a situation, because of the potential mismatch in a 

student’s chosen engineering discipline and the industry-sponsored design project domain, some 

students may feel less motivated compared to the ones who feel the project is closely related to 

the engineering discipline in which they would like to get their degree. 

 

A similar motivation loss can occur, if the context of the industry sponsored design project is 

seen as more familiar to one gender compared to the other.  Although potential issues due to the 

gender orientation of the design project domain have been pointed out 
21-23

, gender differences in 

design performance of first-year engineering students have been studied only in isolated cases 
15, 

21
.  However, how the potential gender orientation of an industry-sponsored design project might 

impact students’ design performance and the effectiveness of the project for providing a design 

learning environment have not been assessed. 

 

Finally, while the complexities of teaching with industry-sponsored projects due to their open-

ended nature have been discussed (e.g., project management, unequal contributions from design 

team members) 
24-27

, no study so far has investigated the students’ readiness for solving open-

ended design problems such as industry sponsored design problems at the first-year level. 

 

Overall, while symptomatic evidence exists for the above mentioned issues related to the 

integration of industry sponsored design projects at the first-year level, there is no 

comprehensive, conclusive, research based evidence or prescriptive guidelines to help faculty in 

this regard.  Because there is an increasing trend in adopting these types of projects at the first 

year level 
13-17

, we address these issues.  In this paper, we focus on the tolerance for ambiguity 

and its implications for a design team in an educational setting. 

 

2.  Ambiguity of the Project and Student Readiness for Open-Ended Problem Solving 

 

The current first year engineering design teaching included in the study features two design 

projects, the first of which is guided and fairly straight-forward, while the second is industry-
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sponsored and more open-ended. Instructor observations reveal that students generally seem less 

comfortable with the industry-sponsored project because it is less defined than the first project.  

In addition, industry-sponsored projects across semesters have differed with respect to their level 

of abstraction and ambiguity. For example, during the semester in which students were assigned 

a fume hood controller design project we have received lower than usual course ratings.  Among 

the reasons for this may be the abstractness of dealing with concepts such as air-flow and the 

difficulty in visualizing what was required. Indeed, open-ended comments from students during 

this semester repeatedly refer to the confusing and ambiguous nature of the project and the need 

for more detail and clarity.  Sample comments include, “Give us a better defined problem,” “It 

was hard to tell what needed to be done,” “Maybe explain thoroughly what the hell we are doing 

instead of having everyone ask questions.” These reactions suggest that project ambiguity may 

lead to decreased self-efficacy and student learning if interventions are not conducted to mitigate 

negative effects. 

 

Ambiguity refers to perceived insufficiency of information and is used to describe decisions for 

which the odds of an uncertain event are not precisely known
28

.  Much has been written 

regarding making decisions under conditions of ambiguity or uncertainty, and models have been 

proposed to describe this process (e.g., reference 29).  In addition to the level of ambiguity 

inherent in a task or project, individuals can be categorized as ambiguity averse, ambiguity 

seeking, or ambiguity indifferent
28

. Tolerance for ambiguity is a personality variable defined as 

the tendency to perceive ambiguous situations as desirable
30

.  Need for closure is a related 

construct referring to a desire for definitive knowledge, for a firm answer to a question and an 

aversion to ambiguity
31

.  

 

Clearly, design tasks will differ with regard to their level of abstractness and ambiguity, and first 

year engineering students will display varying degrees of readiness to deal with open-ended 

problem solving.  Insufficient attention has been given to these issues in the literature, despite 

their potential importance for building self-efficacy as well as increased student learning and 

performance. 

 

3. Self- and Collective-Efficacy 

 

The concept of efficacy was introduced into the literature by Bandura
32

 and was originally 

defined at the individual level of analysis. Self-efficacy is the belief in one’s capacity to perform 

a particular task or situation-specific self-confidence
33

, and it has been strongly linked to 

individual performance.  For teams, however, it is appropriate to examine collective efficacy, 

which refers to a group’s belief in its capability to perform
34

. While self-efficacy informs 

collective efficacy through the coordination of individual effort, goals, and skills
35

, the two 

constructs are empirically distinct. With the shift to team-based work in many organizations, 

researchers have established that group efficacy is a meaningful and measurable group 

attribute
34, 36-37

. In fact, a recent meta-analysis of 67 empirical studies found that collective 

efficacy had a positive relationship with performance (p=0.41; reference 37). Although self-

efficacy has been studied with regard to gender issues in an engineering context (e.g., references 

38-39), less attention has been given to the construct of collective efficacy.  In addition, tolerance 

for ambiguity and efficacy relation has not been investigated in an engineering design context. 
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4. Proposed Model and Hypotheses 

 

To address the research needs discussed above, the focus of this paper was to investigate the 

relationships between personality-based tolerance for ambiguity, the ambiguity of the task, 

collective efficacy, and team design performance in an engineering context. This focus will 

contribute to a much-needed understanding of team dynamics in engineering educational settings 

where design teams are heavily utilized. The specific objective was to investigate collective 

efficacy as a mediator of the relationship between tolerance for ambiguity and design team 

performance, and as a function of the level of task ambiguity. 

 

As discussed previously, engineering students in our sample completed two design projects over 

the course of the semester. Because the first project was guided and straightforward, whereas the 

second was industry-sponsored and much more open-ended, it was expected that tolerance for 

ambiguity would have a greater impact on the variables measured for the second project. In other 

words, the personality trait of tolerance for ambiguity was proposed to be more relevant when 

the project demands involved a higher degree of uncertainty and abstractness.  Specifically, the 

following hypotheses were proposed: 

 

(1). Individuals with higher tolerance for ambiguity will report higher levels of:  

 a. self-efficacy,  

 b. collective efficacy,  

 c. satisfaction with the team, and  

 d. conflict resolution.  

 

(2). Task ambiguity will impact the relationships examined in this study such that tolerance for 

ambiguity will be more positively related to variables examined for the more open-ended design 

project (Project #2) as opposed to the more straightforward design project (Project #1)  

 

(3). Collective efficacy will be positively correlated with team performance. Previous research 

(e.g., reference 37) has found this relationship, and it is expected to be replicated in the proposed 

study. 
 

5. Data Collection and Results 

 

During the fall of 2003, data were collected in several sections of an introductory engineering 

design course, which is required for all freshmen engineering majors. Participants included 144 

students (99 males and 45 females). Two surveys were administered over the course of the 

semester, one after the completion of the first design project (midpoint of the semester), and the 

other after the completion of the second design project (end of the semester). Although students 

had completed the requirements of their projects when they filled out the questionnaires, they did 

not yet know their project scores. The surveys measured tolerance for ambiguity, individual self-

efficacy, collective efficacy, satisfaction with their team, and conflict resolution. Tolerance for 

ambiguity was only assessed once (at time 2), whereas the other variables were assessed at two 

points in time. 
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Tolerance for ambiguity was measured using the Multistimulus Types Ambiguity Tolerance – I 

(MSTAT-I), a 22-item measure
40

 which comprehensively addresses characteristics of ambiguous 

stimuli and reactions to perceived ambiguity. Sample items include, “I generally prefer novelty 

over familiarity” and “I enjoy tackling problems which are complex enough to be ambiguous.” 

The internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the MSTAT-I was .89 in the current 

sample.  Self-efficacy was measured by asking students to estimate the grade that they would 

individually earn in the course. Collective efficacy was measured by means of a 4-item scale 

with an alpha of .76. Sample items in the collective efficacy scale include, “I have real 

confidence in my group’s ability to perform well on projects” and “The members of this group 

have excellent skills.” Team satisfaction was measured with a 3-item scale (alpha = .86), 

including the item, “I am satisfied with this team compared to teams I have been on in the past.” 

Team conflict resolution was measured with a 3-item scale (alpha = .87), and a sample item is 

“We effectively deal with interpersonal friction/personality clashes in my group.” Performance 

was assessed via instructor grades for the team projects.  

 

Results revealed no gender significant gender effects for tolerance for ambiguity; therefore, 

neither males nor females were more likely to report a greater degree of tolerance for ambiguity. 

Table 1 compares the correlations between tolerance for ambiguity and the other variables 

measured in this study across the two design projects.  

 

Table 1. A Comparison of Correlation Between Tolerance for Ambiguity and Other Measures 
Relationship between tolerance for 

ambiguity and: 

Design Project 1 (Straightforward, 

guided project) 

Design Project 2 

(Open-ended, industry-

sponsored project) 

Self-efficacy -.26 (p=.01) – significant -.23 (p=.02) – significant 

Collective efficacy .06 (p=.58) – not significant .27 (p=.01) - significant 

Satisfaction with the Team .12 (p=.26) – not significant .19 (p=.05) - significant 

Conflict Resolution -.04 (p=.72) – not significant .24 (p=.01) - significant 

NOTE: entries are bivariate correlations. 

 

As shown in Table 1, the only negative correlations that resulted were for self-efficacy. Contrary 

to predictions, students with higher tolerance for ambiguity reported less self-efficacy regarding 

their individual performance in the course for both design projects. Supportive of hypotheses 1b, 

1c, and 1d, individuals with higher tolerance for ambiguity reported higher levels of collective 

efficacy, satisfaction with the team, and conflict resolution, but only for the second design 

project. Therefore, hypothesis 2 was generally supported in that tolerance for ambiguity exerted 

more of an influence for the more open-ended project as opposed to the more straightforward 

project. This pattern of results reveals the beneficial effects of higher tolerance for ambiguity on 

increased collective efficacy, satisfaction, and conflict resolution in the context of an open-

ended, team-based, industry-sponsored engineering design project. 

 

Hypothesis 3 predicted that collective efficacy would be positively correlated with team 

performance. Results revealed that there was not a significant relationship between collective 

efficacy and team performance for either the first (r = -.05, p=.58) or second (r = .06, p=.67) 

design projects. This finding is contrary to previous research that has found a positive 

relationship between the two variables, but may indicate that predicting team performance in this 

setting may be more complex than relying on a single predictor (e.g., collective efficacy). Rather, 
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many variables may contribute, and relationships may involve interactions between predictors. In 

addition, it should also be noted that the sample size for performance for the second design 

project was only 54 because we were only able to gain access to team performance scores for a 

sub-sample of the class sections in which data was collected. Therefore, a low sample size might 

also have contributed to the lack of significant findings.  

 

Although we expected that tolerance for ambiguity would be related to collective efficacy 

(supported for the second design project) and that collective efficacy would be related to 

performance (not supported), we also examined the direct relationship between tolerance for 

ambiguity and performance. Correlational analyses revealed that the students with a higher 

tolerance for ambiguity tended to perform lower on the first design project, although the 

correlation was only marginally significant (r=-.16, p=.09). Interestingly, because this design 

project was straightforward, those with a higher tolerance for ambiguity may have experienced 

negative results because their personality disposition was in conflict with task demands. For the 

second design project, there was no significant relationship between tolerance for ambiguity and 

team performance (r=.07, p=.64). Again, a much lower sample size for second project grades 

may have contributed to the lack of findings.  

 

6. Conclusions 

These preliminary findings partially support our hypotheses.  Based on the fall 2003 data, the 

beneficial effects of higher tolerance for ambiguity on increased efficacy, satisfaction, and 

conflict resolution in the context of an open-ended, team-based, industry-sponsored engineering 

design projects are evident.  Future work related to this work will focus on collecting data from a 

larger sample and with varying project types. 
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